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Four- and six-point explicit and implicit schemes of the mesh method 111
are used extensively in numerical investigations of mathematical models which
describe nonstationary heat conduction problems. The error of the numerical
solution in the mesh method depends in all cases on the magnitude of the space
(h) and time (6T) intervals. For explicit schemes, not only the error but also
the stability of the solution depends on the relationship between the intervals
h and br . Numerical experiments for the solutions of linear And nonlinear
nonstationary heat conduction problems by both explicit and implicit schemes have
shown that oscillations in the values of the desired quantities ( figure) occur
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W for certain relationships between h and
6T . The reason for these oscillations
is a discrepancy in the heat balance.
Oscillations ordinarily originate in the
first steps of the solution as is noted
(without explanation of the reasons for
the oscillations) in /2,3/ (implicit
Zjr asr OCR t ?d - zor oor r,r	 scheme). However, these oscillationsV=	 6
Change in surface temperature with 	 can also originate in the middle of the
time in the first steps of the solution
of the Fourier equation with different calculations for sharp changes in the
boundary conditions	 coefficients	 Q., <<-: 9. 9.t. a etc.) of
ii 4. 6- 1;  6) 1 •i Fo • (1+2U1aj
-70. '	 the mathematical model /4,5/. Oscilla-9.3-2.4-1.3-w.
-tions originate during calculations on
both analog and digital computers /5,6/. It has been established that it is
possible to avoid oscillations (implicit schemes), oscillations and instability
(explicit schemes) by an appropriate selection of the relationship between the
quantities h. 6r and the coefficients which enter into the mathematical model-,
These relationships for explicit schemes are sometimes called the stability
criteria. By analogy, we call such r,°lationships for implicit schemes vacillations
criteria. Conserving the conditions that are imposed on the stability criteria
permits avoidance of oscillations and instability and conserving the conditions
imposed on the oscillations damps out the oscillations. Stability and oscillations
criteria for explicit and implicit fo, ir- and six-point finite-difference schemes
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are presented in the table. 	 The
stability criteria of explicit four-
e
point schemes are known for the Fourier
y b. - equation with the boundary conditions
V i p
o of the first and third kinds. 	 The other
,+ m criteria are introduced for the first
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time (table).
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0 © o ` k results of numerical solutions are
given for the one-dimensional problem
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apply for the analysis of the non-
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Let us consider a plate of thickness I with symmetric or nonsymmetric
boundary conditions (2)-(4) of the I - III kind. Equation (1) is the equation
of nonstationary heat conduction with internal qv and moving (at the velocity
w) heat sources.
Examples of numerical solutions performed for explicit echemes when the
values of Fo* are greater than, equal to, and less than 0.5 are presented
in 191. An analysis of the stability zone for explicit schemes of solving the
Fourier equation with boundary conditions of the third kind is given in 181. Let
us note that the mode of giving the boundary conditions alters the writing of the
expression for the criteria. The stability zones for various modes of giving the
boundary conditions of the third kind are analyzed in 181. Values of the sta-
bility and oscillations criteria are given in the table for some of the modes of
giving the boundary conditions of the second and third kinds. Shown in the figure
are curves of the change in plate surface temperature obtained for numerical solu-
tions by a six-point implicit scheme with different values of the oscillations
criteria. The values of the criterion (Fig. a) changed for different values of
6T. The values of 6r along the horizontal axis for each curve number and accu-
racy of the solution emerge from the theory of difference schemes O(II Z+6T) 111.
It is seen from the figure that the amplitudes of the surface temperature oscilla-
tions diminish with the decrease in the values of the oscillation criteria. And.
finally, let us note yet another characteristic fact, that confirms the expediency
of the balance approach to estimate the reasons for the instability and oscillations.
It has been determined comparatively long ago (for instance, 1101) that although
Fo* > 0.5 there can be no instability in explicit schemes. This means that bT
could be increased; the time and cost of the solution on an analog or digital
computer will hence diminish. We also observed an analogous phenomenon. The
.oscillations criteria for curves 3 and 4 are greater than 1 , and there are,
no oscillations or they are almost imperceptible. A computation of the heat
balance shows that the balance is not disturbed although the criterion is greater
than 1 . It is required to select the maximum values of h and 6T for which
there will be no instability nor oscillation by starting from the balance
relationships. Selecting the quantities h and 8r, by starting from the condi-
tions presented in the table, permits obtaining stable numerical solutions without
oscillations. Examination of the heat balance at each step permits increasing h
and (or) 6T, i.e., disturbing the conditions of the table, but permits diminishing
the time and cost of the solution. We obtain the stability and oscillation cri-
teria from the balance relationships ender any assumptions (that diminish h and
6T) about the temperature drops in space and time at each step of the solution.
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